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The spectrum and essential spectrum in Lp(R”) of a strongly Carleman pseudo- 
differential operator with symbol of class Sz,,, 0 <p < 1, are shown to coincide 
with the range of the symbol for some (but need not be all) p different from 2. The 
absolutely continuous spectra of perturbations of operators with strongly Carleman 
symbols (but without the assumption of being in S,“,,,) are also investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complex-valued continuous function u defined on I?” is called a symbol 
if there exist constants C > 0 and m E (-co, co) such that jo(Ql< 
C(l + ]<I)“’ for all r E I?“. If u is a symbol, then the pseudo-differential 
operator T, is defined by 
(T&)(x) = (2w)+ jRn e-‘-J(() &) d<. 
It is obvious that T, maps 9 into L’(R”) and hence into the dual 9’ of Y. 
Spectral properties of perturbations of To have been studied by Catchpole 
[3] on L2(--co, co) and Weder [21] and Wong [23,26] on L2(iR”). In order 
to give more precise results on the spectral theory of pseudo-differential 
operators, we introduce the following class of symbols. 
DEFINITION. S is the class of all symbols u such that T, maps 5“ into 
9. 
If (T is a symbol of class S, then obviously the symbol a’ defined by 8((r) = 
a(-c) for <E R” is also in S. Hence we can extend the pseudo-differential 
operator To: 9 -+ Y uniquely to the operator To: 9’ + F’ given by 
(T, u)(4) = u(Ts@) for all u in 5“’ and d in 9. 
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For -co < m < co and 0 <p < 1, Sr,O is the set of all functions u in 
C~(lR”) such that for each multi-index a, (Pa)(<)= O(l~l”-“‘“‘) as 
ItI- 00. Obviously a symbol in Sr,O is a symbol of class S and a 
polynomial is a symbol of class S;tO. 
In Wong [24-261 and also in this paper, the following condition on a 
symbol (T is essential in obtaining some important information about the 
spectrum and essential spectrum of T, on Lp(lR”) for p # 2. 
DEFINITION. A symbol CJ is said to be strongly Carleman if there is a 
positive number b such that 
&= OWb) as ltl+~~. (1.1) 
The definition we give coincides with the one given in Berezanskii [l] and 
Birman [2] for linear partial differential operators with constant coefficients. 
If a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients is 
hypoelliptic (see Hiirmander [9, lo] or Taylor [20]), it is strongly Carleman. 
The converse is not true. 
In Schechter [14-161 ( see also Chap. 4 of Schechter [ 171) the spectrum 
and essential spectrum in Lp(iR”) of strongly Carleman partial differential 
operators have been shown to coincide with the range of the symbols for 
some (but need not be all) p different from 2. The corresponding results for 
pseudo-differential operators with strongly Carleman symbols of class SF,, , 
0 < p < 1, have been obtained in Wong [24,25]. That the strongly Carleman 
condition is essential in obtaining such results can be shown (see 
Example 4.2) by the negative solution of the Riviere conjecture for the 
multiplier o(rl, &) = l/(<: - & + i) in Kenig and Tomas [ 12, 131. 
In this paper we study the spectrum and essential spectrum of T, on 
LP(lR”) for p # 2 when ~7 is a strongly Carleman symbol of class Sr,O, 
0 < p < 1. Moreover, we give a result on the absolutely continuous spectra of 
perturbations of T, when u is a strongly Carleman symbol of class S. 
In Section 2 we define and study the minimal and maximal extensions of 
pseudo-differential operators T, on Lp(lR”) for 1 < p Q 00. The symbols of 
the operators are assumed to be in S. We then show that the minimal and 
maximal extensions coincide for 1 & p < co. This generalizes a result of 
Goldstein in [7]. See also Chapter 4 of Schechter [ 171. 
In Section 3 we give analogues of some results in Wong [24] for pseudo- 
differential operators with symbols in S. See Chapter 4 of Schechter [ 171 for 
the corresponding results for linear partial differential operators with 
constant coefficients. 
In Section 4 we study the spectra and essential spectra of pseudo- 
differential operators T, on Lp(lR”). The symbols u are assumed to be 
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strongly Carleman of class Sz,,, m > 0, 0 <p < 1, b > m/2 (see (1.1) for the 
definition of b). For strongly Carleman u in S’$, m > 0, 0 < p < 1, b > 0, 
the spectrum and essential spectrum of T, on Lp(R”) have been investigated 
in Wong [24, 251. The results obtained in this paper are sharper than those 
inWong[24,25]atleastwhenO~p<I,m>l-pandb=(3m+l-p)/4 
(see the remark in Section 4 for a more precise discussion). We then give an 
example to illustrate the significance of the strongly Carleman condition. 
In Section 5 we obtain a result on powers of pseudo-differential operators. 
This, together with Theorem 3 in Weidmann [22], can be used to locate the 
absolutely continuous spectra of perturbed pseudo-differential operators. The 
symbols of the unperturbed operators are assumed to be strongly Carleman 
of class S. The condition on the perturbing term appears to be first studied 
by Jorgens and Weidmann [ 111. The absolutely continuous spectra of 
perturbed pseudo-differential operators have been studied in Schechter [ 191 
and Wong [23] by establishing the existence and completeness of wave 
operators. The symbols of the unperturbed operators in Wong [23] are 
hypoelliptic and hence strongly Carleman of class S. The conditions on the 
symbols of the unperturbed operators in Schechter [ 191 are neither more 
general nor more restricted than being strongly Carleman of class S. 
However, our conditions give better new results for partial differential 
operators since every polynomial is a symbol of class S. See p. 111 of 
Schechter [ 191. 
The standard notation in the theory of partial differential equations will be 
used. See Schechter [ 171. 
2. THE MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL OPERATORS 
Let u E S. In order to study the spectral properties of the pseudo- 
differential operator T, on Lp(lR”), 1 < p < co, we need to construct closed 
extensions in LP(R”) of T,: 9 -+ 9’. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u E S. Then for 1 < p Q a~, the pseudo- 
differential operator T,: 9 + Y is closable in LP(iRn). 
Proof. Let {&,} be a sequence of functions in 9 such that #k + 0 and 
T,@k -+ f in Lp(R”) as k+ co. Then for k = 1,2,..., Plancherel’s Theorem 
gives (TC#k, v) = Qjk, T, y) for all w  in 9. Letting k--f uo, (f w) = 0 for all 
y in .Y. Since 9 is dense in Lp(lR”) for 1 Q p < 00, f = 0 in Lp(R”) for 
1 < p ( co. If p = 00, an argument in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in Chapter 4 
of Schechter [ 171 completes the proof. 
The closure in Lp(I?“), 1 < p < co, of T, : Y + 9 is denoted by Top and 
called the minimal operator. See also Proposition 2.3 in Wong [26] for a 
similar result. 
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Let (T E S. For 1 < p < co, we say that u E W(pV,,) and TO*u = f if u and 
fare in Lp(lR”) and 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Fop is a closed extension of Top for 1 < p < 03. 
Remark. F,,p, as an operator on Lp(R”) with domain @(TVp), is called 
the maximal operator. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let {uk} be a sequence of functions in !Z(FUp) 
such that uk + u and FU,,uk+ f in Lp(lR”) as k + co. Then by (2.1), 
(~3 T,#) = (f, 4) f or all 4 in .Y. This implies that u E Q(FUp) and Fopu = f: 
Thus F,,p is closed. To show that Fop is an extension of TOP, suppose that u 
is in the domain a(T,,) of T,, and TOpu = J: Then there is a sequence {#k} 
of functions in .Y such that dk -+ u and T,$, -+ f in Lp(lR”) as k-, to. 
Plancherel’s Theorem gives (TOqbk, w) = (Qk, T,ty) for all v in , Y. Letting 
k -+ co, we have (f, IJ/) = (u, T, I,V) for all v in .4L. This proves that 
u E g(pcp) and Fnpu =f: 
PROPOSITION ,2.3. Let u E S. Then FOP is the adjoint (T,,,)* of TCp, for 
1 < p ,< CO. Here p’ is the conjugate index of p. 
ProoJ Suppose that u E 3 (TV;,,) and TUT,, u = J Then 
(u, Tzp, 0) = (f, ~1, u E Q(T,,,). (2.2) 
Indeed, for each u E !S?(T,,,), there is a sequence {dk} of functions in .Y 
such that #k + u and Tz#k+ TCpCu in Lp’(IR”) as k -+ co. By (2.1), 
(u, T&J = (A #,J for k = 1, 2 ,... . Letting k + co, (2.2) is obtained. That 
Fop = (T,,,)* for 1 < p < co follows from (2.2). 
The following result is an analogue of a theorem of Goldstein [ 71 for 
pseudo-differential operators. See also Theorem 2.1 in Chapter 4 of Schechter 
1171. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (r E S. Then FOP = T,, for 1 < p < 0~). 
Proof: By Proposition 2.2, it remains to prove that g(FO,,) E g(T,,). 
Suppose that u E g(Fop). Then there is an f in Lp(IR”) such that (2.1) is 
valid. Let j E CF(R”) be defined by j(x) = ael/“X’z-” for 1x1 Q 1, j(x) = 0 
for 1x1 > 1 and .(‘n” j(x) dx = 1. For k = 1,2,..., set j,(x) = k”j(kx). For each 
y E R” and k = 1, 2,..., define @k(~) by qK~)(x) = j,(y -x). Then by (2.1), 
(u, TMY)) = U MY)) = Uk * f lb). (2.3) 
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An easy computation shows that the complex conjugate of Ts#,(y) is 
7’,$,( y). Since (in distribution terminology) 
(k T,&(Y)) = Cd,(Y)) = V,U)@,(Y)) = u, * T&)(Y), 
it follows from (2.3) that 
(j/c * T,U)(Y) = (.h * f)(Y), yE I?“. (2.4) 
An elementary computation in the Fourier transforms of tempered 
distributions shows that for any w  E LP(R”), 1 < p < co, 
j, * Tow = (To j,) * w = T,(j, * IV). (2.5) 
By (2.4) and (2.5), we have 
T,(j, * u)=.h *.L k = 1, 2,... . P-6) 
Hence Young’s Theorem and (2.6) imply that j, * u + u and T,(j, * U) -+ f 
in Lp(iR”) as k-+ co. For each R > 0, define u&x) = u(x) if Ix] < R and 
uR(x) = 0 if 1x1 > R. Then for each R > 0, j, * U, E C?(P). It is clear from 
the definition of the minimal operator that if we can prove that for each k, 
jk*uR+jk*u in Lp(R”) as R -+ co (2.7) 
and 
T,(j, * h> + T,(.h * u> in Lp(R”) as R + co, (2.8) 
then u E %‘(r,,) and the proof is complete. But using (2.5), Young’s 
inequality and the fact that I( u - U, JIP -+ 0 as R + co, (2.7) and (2.8) follow 
immediately. 
Remark. Theorem 2.4 indicates that for CJ E S, the minimal and maximal 
extensions in Lp(lR”), 1 < p < co, of To: 9 + 9 coincide. For 1 < p < cm, 
the spectrum and essential spectrum of Top (=FO,,) are denoted by C(T,,) 
and Z,(T,,), respectively. The essential spectrum C,(A) of a closed linear 
operator A on a Banach space is taken to be the one invented by Schechter. 
[181. See p. 14 of Schechter [ 171 or p. 180 of Schechter 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we obtain some results which will be used in Section 4. 
They are generalizations of several results in Section 3 of Wong [24] (see 
also Sect. 3 in Chap. 4 of Schechter [17]). 
580/44/2-4 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let o E S and A be a complex number. If o is not 
bounded away from A for r E I?“, then A E C,(T,,) for 1 < p < co. 
Remark. The proof given below is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 in 
Wong [24]. However, it is slightly simpler. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let {&} be a sequence of elements of P” such that 
a(&)-+ ,I as k+ co. Let (ek} be a sequence of positive numbers. Let 
8E Cp(lT?“) be such that 8(r) = 0 for \<I > 1 and (27rPd2 JR,, I!?(() dr = 1. Let 
w  E .sP be such that $ = 8. For k = 1,2 ,..., define 
q+k(~) = efp ty(ekx)eisk.x, XE R”, 
where l/co is to be interpreted as 0. Let k, be the smallest integer greater 
than n/p and N be any fixed integer greater than k, - n/p. For k = 1,2,..., an 
easy computation gives 
(Top - A) q&(x) = e[tip e’*’ lk e ix~cks(u(ek~ + tk) - A) q?(C) 4. 
By Taylor’s formula, we get 
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I 




where &([) is a point lying on the line segment joining ski; + & and &. The 
first term on the right hand side of (3.1) is equal to 
nip+ IPI 
Tk(x) = e~Peix’~~(u(&J -A} V(E~X) + 2 ~o““(&)(o”w)(erx). 
O<lpl<N * 
(3.2) 
The second term on the right hand side of (3.1) is equal to C,,, =N T:(x), 
where 
T;(x) = ~P+Neix~rk 
4 Wd2 I 
ei”“ksu’p’(~k(~)) C“@(C) dC. (3.3) 
ISI< 
Let a be a multi-index with 1 a I= k,. Then (3.3) implies that 
n/.otN-kc, . 
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Since sup{]@:&)(<)]: ] y ( < k,, I<] < 1 } ( co and n/p + N - k, > 0, it follows 
from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) that we can choose (Q} such that k + m implies 
that EP’ a”“(<,) + 0 for ]p] < N, T:(x) + 0 and xaTk(x) -+ 0 uniformly in R” 
for ],u] = N. Hence (3.2) implies that ]] Tk]], + 0 as k + co. Also by (3.3) and 
(3.4) II T,ll, + 0 as k + co for ],u] = N. Thus ]](7’,, - n)#,]], + 0 as k -+ 00. It 
remains to prove that {#k} has no convergent subsequence. But this follows 
as in p. 64 of Schechter [ 171. 
As in Wong [24], the following result is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let 1 Q p < co and u E S. A necessary condition for a 
complex number A be in the resolvent set p(T,,) of TOP is that a(c) be 
bounded away from A for (E W. 
The following result gives a connection between LP-multipliers and 
spectral theory. It is a generalization of Theorem 3.3 in Wong [24]. See also 
Schechter [ 161 and p. 66 of Schechter [ 171 for the corresponding result for 
partial differential operators. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 1 < p ( 00 and o E S. Then a complex number ,I is 
in the resolvent set p(T,,) of T,, if and only if 1/(0(r) - ,I) is a multiplier in 
LP(lF?“). 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is exactly the same as that of Theorem 3.3 in 
Wong [24]. 
4. THE SPECTRUM AND ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
Let p E (1, co) and u be a strongly Carleman symbol of class S$,, m > 0, 
0 < p < 1. The following theorem gives conditions on (T and p under which 
the spectrum and essential spectrum of Top coincide with the range of u. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let m > 0, 0 Qp ( 1 and 1 < p < co. Suppose that 
0 E s:o is such that (1.1) is satisfied for some b > m/2. Then 
V-0,) = WL,) = (44: 4 E D” } (4.1) 
for ] l/p - l/2] < (2b - m)/n(l -p). 
Remark. In Theorem 2.1 in Wong [24], the bound obtained is 
b/n(m+l-p-b) for m>O, O(p<l and b>O. It is easily seen that 
b/n(m + 1 -p - b) is better (i.e., larger) than (2b - m)/n( 1 - p) if we let 
b + m/2. However, it is not hard to see that (2b - m)/n( 1 - p) is better than 
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b/n(m + 1 -p - b) at least when m > 1 -p and b is large enough, e.g., 
b= (3m + 1 -p)/4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let A be a complex number such that o(r) # A for 
c E R”. Let t = u - il. Since u E SEO, it follows from the hypotheses that 
(~ff~NY~(5) is O(l~lm-piai pb ItI -+ 00. 
o(lrl (m-2b)--pJal) as ItI + co, i.e., ‘l/r “s Smdzb. 
Thus D”(l/r)(S) is 
Theorem in Fefferman [5] implies tphlt 
If p > 0, then part (a) of the 
l/r is an LP-multiplier if 
1 l/p - l/21 < (2b - m)/n(l - p). By Theorem 3.3, A @ C(T,,) for 
( l/p - l/2 ( < (2b - m)/n( 1 - p). Therefore 
W,,) c MT): t E R”l 
for I l/p - l/2/ < (2b - m)/n(l - p). By Theorem 3.1, we have 
(4.2) 
i43: t E R”! G z:,(To,) (4.3) 
for 1 < p < co. Since Z,(T,,) E Z( T,,) for 1 < p < 00, it follows from (4.2) 
and (4.3) that (4.1) is valid for I l/p - l/2] < (2b - m)/n(l - p). This 
completes the proof of the theorem when p > 0. If p = 0, then letting A(<) = 
(1 + lrl*Y* and p = l/r, we see that ,& 2b-mA-*2 is O(]<]-“‘) as I<] -+ co. 
Moreover, Theorem 30 in Chapter 5 of Coifman and Meyers [4] implies that 
PA 2b-mA-n’2 is a Fourier multiplier for H’(lR”). See Coifman and Meyers 
]4] or Fefferman and Stein [6] for the definition of H’(lR”). Hence by 
Theorem 7 in Fefferman and Stein [6], p = +42b-mA-n/2Am-2bt*2 is an Lp- 
multiplier if ] l/p - l/2] Q (2b - m)/n. Using the same argument as in the 
p > 0 case, (4.1) is valid for I l/p - l/21 < (2b - m)/n. 
That the strongly Carleman condition is essential in getting (4.1) for some 
p different from 2 is shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let a((, , r2) = ri - & + i, i.e., the complete symbol of the 
Schriidinger operator. Then (4.1) is valid if and only if p = 2. 
Indeed, it has been shown in Kenig and Tomas [ 12, 131 that l/u is a 
multiplier in Lp(lR”) if and only if p = 2. Thus by Theorem 3.3, 0 is in 
Z(T,,) for p # 2. But clearly the range of u is the set {z E C: Im z = 1 } 
which is closed in G. Thus (4.1) is not valid for p # 2. However the results 
of Section 3 easily imply that (4.1) is valid for p = 2. That u does not satisfy 
(1.1) can easily be shown by taking the parabola r2 = c: in the 5,r2 plane. 
5. THE ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM 
In this section the L*-Sobolev space of order s is denoted by L@?“) and 
its norm by ]] /Is. The norm of L’(lR”) is denoted by ]] 1). The following result 
is concerned with powers of pseudo-differential operators. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let u E S be such that (1.1) is satisfied. Suppose that A 
is a complex number such that a(<) f 1 for all <E R”. If k is a positive 
integer and r = (a - A)“, then T,, = TfO-,,, . 
We need some preliminary results formulated in Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.2. With the same notations and hypotheses as in Theorem 5.1, 
Ttg-A,2 is one to one. 
Proof. Suppose that Tt0-A,2 u = 0. Then by Plancherel’s Theorem, 
CT:,-,,, u, 4) = (u, T,-9)> $?5 E .Y. (5.1) 
The hypotheses on o imply that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
145)-fll>Cf or all <E R”. Since D f S, it follows that 
Thus (5.1) and (5.2) imply that (u, 4) = 0 for all 4 E 9. Since .Y is dense in 
L*(lF?“), it follows that u = 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let u be a symbol such that la(Ql+ 00 as [<I --) co. Then 
W’,,) = &(T,,) = {u(t): t E R”}. 
For a proof of Lemma 5.3, see Theorem 3.1 and the remark in Wong [26]. 
See also Catchpole [3] and Weder [21]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.3, the resolvent set of TC0-1j2 
contains 0 and is hence nonempty. Using a well known result, i.e., 
Theorem 2.16.4, in Hille and Phillips [8], T:0-A,2 is closed. Since u E S, it 
follows that Tr2# = T[0-A3)24 for all 4 E 9. Hence Tt0-Aj2 is a one to one 
(by Lemma 3.2) closed extension of T,,. Since the resolvent set of Tr2 
contains 0 by Lemma 5.3, we can conclude that Tt0-A,2 = Tr2. 
In order to prove a result on the absolutely continuous spectrum of 
pseudo-differential operators, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u be a symbol such that (1.1) is valid. Then Q(T,,) C_ 
L#“). 
See Theorem 5.2 in Wong [26] for a proof of Lemma 5.4. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let u be a real-valued symbol of class S satisfying (1.1) 
for some b > 0 and C(T,,) # (-w, co). Suppose that V is symmetric, T,,- 
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bounded with T,,-bound < 1 and there exist constants 6 > 0, C > 0 and 
rl < 00 such that 
II vfll < C(l -+ v>r”-” llfll, 
for every f E (7 with f(x) = 0 for 1x1 < y. Then, with T = T,, + V, the 
absolutely continuous spectra C,,(T,,) and C,,(T) of T,, and T, respectively, 
are identical. 
Proof. Since C(T,,) # (-00, oo), Lemma 5.3 implies that there is a 
A E (-co, a~) such that u(5) # A for lo R”. Let r= (u - A)‘(, where k is a 
positive integer such that kb > max(n, n + q). By Theorem 5.1, T,, = T:,--,,,. 
By Lemma 5.4, G(T,,) C L&(R”). Hence the proof of Theorem 3 in 
Weidmann [22] shows that the wave operators W+(T~,-Aj2, Tco-AjZ + V) 
exist and are complete. Thus Cac(T+njz + P’) = C,,(T,,-,,,) and the proof 
is complete. 
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